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1. Introduction

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is a common and potentially sight-threatening complication of diabetes mellitus, characterized by progressive damage to the blood vessels in the retina [36]. It is one of the leading causes of visual impairment and
blindness globally, particularly in low- and middle-income countries where access to specialized eye care services is limited [10]. Early detection and timely intervention are crucial to prevent vision loss and improve patient outcomes. However, the challenges of healthcare infrastructure, shortage of ophthalmologists, and high costs of retinal screening have hindered effective DR management in many third-world countries [32].

In recent years, the convergence of two groundbreaking technologies, smartphones, and artificial intelligence (AI), has opened up new possibilities for overcoming these barriers. Smartphone penetration has been rapidly increasing in developing countries, providing an opportunity to leverage these ubiquitous devices as a platform for healthcare interventions [52]. Coupled with AI algorithms, smartphones can now serve as accessible and cost-effective tools for diagnosing and managing various medical conditions, including DR [14].

This narrative review explores the transformative potential of smartphone-based AI to diagnose diabetic retinopathy in third-world countries. We will assess the benefits, challenges, and implications of integrating smartphone-based AI solutions into existing healthcare systems by analyzing current research and developments in this area. Additionally, we will discuss the future directions and opportunities this technology presents for enhancing DR screening and management in resource-limited settings. The subsequent sections of this review will delve into the challenges faced in DR diagnosis in third-world countries and the promise of smartphone-based AI in addressing these challenges. We will explore the functionalities of smartphone retinal imaging applications and the integration of AI algorithms that enable automated and real-time analysis of retinal images. Furthermore, we will examine the potential benefits of smartphone-based AI for DR diagnosis, including increased access to screening, cost-effectiveness, and improved patient outcomes.

This narrative review investigates the potential of smartphone-based AI in bridging the diabetic retinopathy detection gap in third-world countries. This strategy can use smartphones and AI algorithms to bridge the gap in access to specialized eye care services by enabling real-time and automated retinal image processing. It can improve patient outcomes and lower the burden of visual impairment and blindness caused by diabetic retinopathy in resource-limited settings by promoting early detection and timely care.

Despite the potential advantages, we will also discuss the challenges and limitations of this technology, such as the need for standardized imaging protocols and
the validation and regulatory approval of AI algorithms. Ethical considerations related to data privacy and patient confidentiality will also be explored. The review will conclude by emphasizing the significant implications of integrating smartphone-based AI into healthcare delivery in third-world countries. The potential to prevent vision loss, enhance healthcare efficiency, and contribute to epidemiological research will be highlighted. We will underscore the importance of continued research, collaboration, and efforts to ensure that this innovative approach fulfills its potential as a transformative tool for DR management in resource-constrained settings.

2. Current Challenges in Diabetic Retinopathy Diagnosis:

2.1 Limited Access to Ophthalmic Care in Third World Countries:

Many low- and middle-income countries have a significant scarcity of trained ophthalmologists and eye care specialists [17]. The inadequate number of eye care professionals relative to the population poses a considerable challenge in providing timely and accurate diabetic retinopathy diagnosis and management [66]. As a result, patients with diabetes often face delays in accessing necessary eye care services. Eye care services are often concentrated in urban areas, leaving rural and remote regions underserved [49]. Patients in these underserved areas encounter significant barriers to timely retinal screening and expert diagnosis. The lack of accessible eye care services in remote regions further contributes to delayed detection and poor management of diabetic retinopathy cases.

2.2 Cost and Resource Constraints:

Traditional diagnostic methods for diabetic retinopathy, such as fundus cameras and optical coherence tomography (OCT) devices, are expensive and require substantial initial investments [5]. The high costs of acquiring and maintaining this specialized equipment limit their availability in resource-limited settings. As a result, many healthcare facilities, especially in rural areas, lack the necessary infrastructure to perform comprehensive retinal examinations. Beyond the initial expenses, the maintenance and calibration of ophthalmic equipment demand ongoing resources and technical expertise. In under-resourced healthcare settings, maintaining such equipment can be challenging, leading to reduced accuracy and reliability of retinal imaging [8]. The lack of proper maintenance further contributes to delays in diagnosing diabetic retinopathy and affects the overall quality of eye care services.

2.3 Lack of Awareness and Patient Engagement:
Many patients in third-world countries lack awareness of the potential complications of diabetes on their vision, including diabetic retinopathy[35]. Consequently, they may not seek timely retinal screening or present with symptoms at advanced stages of the disease. The lack of awareness contributes to delayed detection and missed opportunities for early intervention. In addition to low awareness, cultural and socioeconomic barriers may contribute to poor patient engagement in diabetic retinopathy screening programs [15]. Factors such as limited health literacy, fear of medical procedures, and traditional beliefs about eye health may discourage patients from seeking regular eye check-ups or adhering to treatment plans.

2.4 Follow-up and Treatment Compliance:

Inadequate follow-up care for patients diagnosed with diabetic retinopathy is common in resource-limited settings. Due to various barriers, such as geographical distance to healthcare facilities and financial constraints, patients may find it challenging to attend scheduled follow-up visits [53]. Lack of follow-up care can lead to suboptimal disease management and progression to more severe stages of diabetic retinopathy. Even when patients receive a diagnosis and a treatment plan, adherence to prescribed treatments can be problematic in third-world countries [54]. Financial limitations, limited access to medications, and a lack of understanding about the importance of adhering to treatment regimens may hinder patients' ability to manage diabetic retinopathy effectively [9].

3. Current Literature on Screening of Diabetic Retinopathy Using Smartphone-Based AI in Third World Countries

3.1 Methodology

We conducted a systematic review of published studies; the inclusion criteria were as follows: 1. Patients screened were diagnosed with cases of either type I or type II DM. 2. Studies capturing the retinal image utilizing a smartphone-based device and analyzing the image using smartphone-enabled AI algorithms. 3. Studies screening for any stage of DR, including diabetic macular edema (DME), using the International Clinical Diabetic Retinopathy severity scale (ICDR) or an equivalent convertible scale. 5. Randomized controlled trials (RCTs), non-RCTs, cohort studies (prospective and retrospective), and case-control studies published in English.

We excluded case reports, case series, review articles, meta-analyses, and editorials. Additionally, articles were excluded solely assessing diagnostic accuracy for
microaneurysms, not using smartphone-based AI algorithms as a diagnostic tool, or lacking complete information on diagnostic accuracy test estimates (sensitivity, specificity, true positive, true negative, false positive, and false negative). The inclusion of studies is described in detail in Figure 1.

A total of 1347 articles were initially identified. The literature review was conducted on four electronic databases, including MEDLINE, Cochrane, Scopus, and CINAHL. 986 unique studies remain after removing duplicates. Through two screening stages, we ultimately included five articles that met the inclusion criteria [31,37]. Additionally, five more articles [40,3] were also assessed in the current review to broaden the horizon of the study; these five additional articles were all following the inclusion criteria perfectly except for one inclusion criterion, which is using smartphone-based devices to acquire fundus images. The basic demographic for each study is presented in Table 1.
Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
<th>AI model</th>
<th>Camera used</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Images acquired</th>
<th>Grader</th>
<th>The type of AI used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malerbi et al. [22]</td>
<td>824</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>Smartphone-based</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>retinal specialist</td>
<td>Phelcom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sosale et al. [23]</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>Smartphone-based</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>retinal specialist</td>
<td>Medios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajalakshmi et al. [24]</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>Smartphone-based</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>retinal specialist</td>
<td>EyeArt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jain et al. [25]</td>
<td>1378</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>Smartphone-based</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>retinal specialist</td>
<td>Medios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natarajan et al. [26]</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>Smartphone-based</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>retinal specialist</td>
<td>Medios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pawar et al. [27]</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>nonmydriatic fundus camera</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>retinal specialist</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srinivasan et al [28]</td>
<td>4852</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>nonmydriatic fundus camera</td>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>retinal specialist</td>
<td>Inception-v3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Han et al. [29]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>nonmydriatic fundus camera</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>retinal specialist</td>
<td>AI-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhaskaranand et al [30]</td>
<td>101710</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>retinal specialist</td>
<td>EyeArt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhaskaranand et al [31]</td>
<td>5084</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>retinal specialist</td>
<td>EyeArt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AI: Artificial intelligence, CNN: Convolutional neural network, NA: Not available

3.2 Themes

3.2.1 Diagnostic Accuracy of Smartphone-Based AI

Smartphone-based AI algorithms have shown promising results in diagnosing DR at various stages. Our review comprised five studies, and the diagnostic accuracy of smartphone-based AI was evaluated. Malerbi et al [31] reported a sensitivity of 97.8%
(95% Confidence Interval: 96.7% - 98.9%) for detecting maculopathy (Mtm) but with a lower specificity of 61.4% (95% Confidence Interval: 57.7% - 65.1%). Sosale et al. [58] focused on any diabetic retinopathy (ADR) and found a sensitivity of 83.3% (95% Confidence Interval: 80.9% - 85.7%) and a specificity of 94.1% (95% Confidence Interval: 94.1% - 96.8%). Moreover, they evaluated diseases of greater severity than mild nonproliferative DR (RDR) and reported a sensitivity of 93% (95% Confidence Interval: 91.3% - 94.7%) and specificity of 92.5% (95% Confidence Interval: 90.8% - 94.2%). Rajalakshmi et al. [44] investigated ADR, RDR, and severe nonproliferative DR (STDR), finding sensitivities of 95.8% (95% Confidence Interval: 92.9% - 98.7%), 99.3% (95% Confidence Interval: 96.1% - 99.9%), and 99.1% (95% Confidence Interval: 95.1% - 99.9%), respectively. However, their specificities were 80.2% (95% Confidence Interval: 72.6% - 87.8%), 68.8% (95% Confidence Interval: 61.5% - 76.2%), and 80.4% (95% Confidence Interval: 73.9% - 85.9%), respectively. Jain et al [25] focused on ADR and RDR, reporting sensitivities of 89.1% (95% Confidence Interval: 82.7% - 93.8%) and 100% (95% Confidence Interval: 94.1% - 100%), with specificities of 94.4% (95% Confidence Interval: 91.9% - 94.7%) and 89.6% (95% Confidence Interval: 87.8% - 91.2%), respectively. Lastly, Natarajan et al. [37] assessed ADR and RDR, with sensitivities of 85.2% (95% Confidence Interval: 66.3% - 95.8%) and 100% (95% Confidence Interval: 78.2% - 100%) and specificities of 92% (95% Confidence Interval: 95.4% - 97.1%) and 88.4% (95% Confidence Interval: 83.2% - 92.5%), respectively (Table 2). These findings demonstrate the potential of smartphone-based AI in the early detection and screening of diabetic retinopathy, which could significantly impact healthcare delivery and improve patient outcomes.

Table 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Type of DR</th>
<th>Sensitivity (%)</th>
<th>Specificity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malerbi 2022</td>
<td>Mtm</td>
<td>97.8 (96.7-98.9)</td>
<td>61.4 (57.7-65.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sosale 2020</td>
<td>ADR</td>
<td>83.3 (80.9-85.7)</td>
<td>95.5 (94.1-96.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>93.0 (91.3-94.7)</td>
<td>92.5 (90.8-94.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajalakshmi 2018</td>
<td>ADR</td>
<td>95.8 (92.9-98.7)</td>
<td>80.2 (72.6-87.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>99.3 (96.1-99.9)</td>
<td>68.8 (61.5-76.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STDR</td>
<td>99.1 (95.1-99.9)</td>
<td>80.4 (73.9-85.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jain 2021</td>
<td>ADR</td>
<td>89.1 (82.7-93.8)</td>
<td>94.4 (91.9-94.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>100 (94.1-100)</td>
<td>89.6 (87.8-91.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natarajan 2019</td>
<td>ADR</td>
<td>85.2 (66.3-95.8)</td>
<td>92.0 (95.4-97.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Feasibility and Accessibility:

The feasibility and accessibility of smartphone-based AI for DR diagnosis in third-world countries represent crucial considerations in implementing this innovative technology. The diagnostic accuracy results from various studies shed light on the potential benefits of utilizing smartphone-based AI algorithms for early detection and screening of DR. The studies conducted by Malerbi et al. [31], Sosale et al. [58], Rajalakshmi et al. [43], Jain et al. [25], and Natarajan et al. [37] have demonstrated varying levels of sensitivity and specificity in identifying DR at different stages.

Despite the promising results, there are challenges related to the feasibility and accessibility of implementing smartphone-based AI in resource-limited settings. The success of this technology heavily relies on the availability of smartphones with adequate computational power and camera capabilities. In remote and economically disadvantaged areas, access to smartphones may be limited, hindering the widespread adoption of this approach. Additionally, reliable internet connectivity is essential for transmitting images to AI servers for processing, which may be inadequate or intermittent in certain regions.

Another important variable is the process of capturing retinal images, several approaches can be used when capturing retinal images, but most of the studies included used a similar approach. Patients were given mydriasis drops for pupil dilation; after adequate dilation, a trained technician or an optometrist acquired the fundus image using a handheld device that supported smartphone use. The current literature reviewed in this study indicated that most studies [58,37] used Remidio fundus on a phone camera to acquire retinal images. These devices use a built-in light to illuminate the retina when acquiring the image. The number of images captured per eye was also...
variable 2 images per eye in Malerbi et al. [31] and Sosale et al. [58] to 4 images per eye in Rajalakshmi et al. [43], Jain et al. [25], and Natarajan et al. [37].

The images acquired by analyzed by a built-in AI system in the smartphone; this AI system can operate even in the absence of the internet. Different AI models were used in different studies. Malerbi et al. [31] used an AI model by the name of PhelcomNet. Sosale et al. [58], Jain et al. [25], and Natarajan et al. [37] used an AI model by the name of Medios AI, while Rajalakshmi et al. [43] used the AI model by the EyeArt. It is important to note that all these AI models used the same convolutional neural networks (CNN) principle.

Furthermore, implementing smartphone-based AI requires well-trained healthcare professionals to effectively operate the technology and interpret the results. In resource-constrained settings, the availability of skilled personnel might be a significant barrier. Training healthcare workers and ophthalmologists to use the technology effectively becomes essential to ensure accurate and timely diagnosis. To enhance the feasibility and accessibility of smartphone-based AI for DR diagnosis in third-world countries, there is a need for collaborative efforts between governments, non-governmental organizations, and healthcare institutions. Initiatives that focus on providing smartphones equipped with AI capabilities to healthcare facilities, along with appropriate training for healthcare personnel, could facilitate the integration of this technology into existing healthcare systems. Moreover, the cost-effectiveness of smartphone-based AI solutions should be carefully evaluated. While the initial investment in technology and training might be substantial, the potential long-term benefits of early detection, reduced healthcare costs, and improved patient outcomes could outweigh the initial expenses.

3.3.3 Critical Analysis and Limitations:

The application of smartphone-based AI for diagnosing DR in third-world countries holds significant promise, as evidenced by the reported diagnostic accuracy results from multiple studies. However, a critical analysis of the technology’s implementation reveals several limitations that must be addressed to successfully integrate into healthcare systems. While the studies presented encouraging sensitivity and specificity values, the results showed notable variability. Some studies demonstrated high sensitivity but relatively lower specificity, and vice versa. This discrepancy raises concerns about the consistency and reliability of the technology in different settings and patient populations. Standardizing protocols and optimizing AI algorithms based on
diverse datasets could help improve diagnostic accuracy. Figure 2 presents the algorithm principle for convolutional neural networks.

Figure 2: An AI model showing a convolutional neural network in which all disease information was shared with each interconnected classifier. Conv = convolutional

Most of the studies were conducted in specific regions or focused on specific population groups, leading to potential biases and limited generalizability of the findings. Third-world countries exhibit diverse demographics and healthcare challenges, which necessitate the validation of smartphone-based AI in various populations with distinct characteristics to ensure its effectiveness and relevance across different settings. The successful implementation of smartphone-based AI heavily relies on advanced technical infrastructure, including smartphones with adequate processing power, high-resolution cameras, and reliable internet connectivity. However, many third-world countries may face limitations in these aspects, hindering the widespread adoption of the technology. Addressing these technical requirements and ensuring the availability of compatible devices become paramount considerations. The potential challenges and possible solutions are summarized in Table.3

The accurate interpretation and utilization of smartphone-based AI for DR diagnosis require well-trained healthcare personnel. However, many regions might lack the expertise in ophthalmology or AI, making training and education programs imperative to ensure the technology is utilized effectively and responsibly. AI in healthcare raises ethical concerns, particularly regarding patient privacy and data protection. Integrating smartphone-based AI requires strict adherence to data privacy regulations and robust security measures to safeguard patient information and maintain confidentiality.

The initial cost of implementing smartphone-based AI, including technology acquisition and training, can pose financial challenges, especially in resource-limited settings. Assessing the long-term cost-effectiveness of the technology and exploring sustainable funding models are essential to ensure its continued availability and impact.
on eye health. Successfully integrating smartphone-based AI into existing healthcare systems requires collaborative efforts among governments, healthcare institutions, and stakeholders. The technology should complement and enhance existing diagnostic processes, with clear guidelines for integration into routine clinical practice.

Table 3:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical Infrastructure and Implementation Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aspect</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Smartphone Capability</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internet Connectivity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Training and Expertise</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Privacy and Security</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost and Funding</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Integration into Healthcare</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Smartphone-Based AI for Diabetic Retinopathy Diagnosis:

4.1 Smartphone Retinal Imaging Applications:

Smartphone retinal imaging involves using a smartphone's built-in camera to capture high-resolution retina [52]. These images can provide valuable insights into the presence and progression of diabetic retinopathy. Numerous smartphone retinal imaging applications have been developed, leveraging the convenience and ubiquity of
smartphones to facilitate retinal screening and diagnosis [31,58]. Many smartphones retinal imaging apps are designed to be user-friendly, making them accessible to individuals with minimal medical training [34]. Patients can easily position their smartphones to capture images of their eyes, reducing the need for specialized personnel and enabling self-screening [27]. This user-friendly approach empowers patients to actively participate in their eye health and promotes early detection of diabetic retinopathy. The continuous improvement of smartphone camera technology has significantly contributed to the quality of retinal images captured using smartphones. Higher resolution, improved image stabilization, and advanced optics enhance the clarity and detail of retinal images, enabling better visualization of pathological changes associated with diabetic retinopathy [42]. These advancements have improved the accuracy and reliability of smartphone-based retinal imaging for DR diagnosis.

4.2 Integration of AI Algorithms for Automated Analysis:

AI algorithms, particularly those based on machine learning and deep learning, play a crucial role in the automated analysis of retinal images for diabetic retinopathy diagnosis [39,19]. These algorithms can be trained on large datasets of annotated retinal images to recognize and classify specific features indicative of diabetic retinopathy, such as microaneurysms, hemorrhages, and exudates. By integrating AI algorithms into smartphone retinal imaging applications, the captured retinal images can be automatically screened and triaged based on the severity of diabetic retinopathy [1]. AI algorithms can assign risk scores or classify images into different categories (e.g., mild, moderate, severe) to assist in the prioritization of cases requiring urgent attention. This automated screening and triage process streamlines the referral process, ensuring that high-risk patients receive timely intervention and reducing the burden on ophthalmologists [2]. Smartphone-based AI enables real-time analysis of retinal images, providing immediate diagnostic feedback to patients and healthcare providers [51]. This real-time assessment allows for prompt identification of potential cases of diabetic retinopathy, ensuring that patients receive appropriate follow-up care and treatment. The immediate feedback smartphone-based AI provides promotes patient engagement and empowers individuals to take proactive measures to manage their diabetic retinopathy.

4.3 Potential for Teleophthalmology and Remote Screening:
Smartphone-based AI facilitates teleophthalmology, enabling healthcare professionals to remotely review retinal images captured by patients or community healthcare workers [41]. Through secure platforms or telemedicine systems, ophthalmologists can assess the images, provide remote consultations, and diagnose accurately. This approach expands the reach of eye care services to remote and underserved areas, overcoming geographical barriers and increasing access to timely diabetic retinopathy screening. Smartphone-based AI can be employed in community-based screening camps, where healthcare workers equipped with smartphones and retinal imaging applications capture images of patients' retinas [45,46]. These images can then be transmitted to remote reading centers or AI-powered platforms for analysis. This approach optimizes the use of resources and enhances the efficiency of large-scale diabetic retinopathy screening programs, especially in areas with limited access to eye care facilities. Smartphone-based AI assists healthcare professionals, providing a preliminary analysis of retinal images and flagging potential cases of diabetic retinopathy [39]. Ophthalmologists and eye care specialists can leverage these AI-generated insights to prioritize and focus their expertise on cases that require further evaluation or treatment planning. This collaboration between AI and healthcare professionals maximizes the efficiency and effectiveness of diabetic retinopathy diagnosis and management.

5. Benefits of Smartphone-Based AI for DR Diagnosis:

5.1 Increased Access to Retinal Screening:

Smartphone-based AI facilitates teleophthalmology, enabling remote retinal screening and diagnosis [21]. Patients in underserved and remote areas can capture retinal images using smartphones and transmit them to healthcare professionals or AI-powered platforms [11]. This approach reduces the need for patients to travel long distances to access eye care facilities, increasing the reach of diabetic retinopathy screening. The convenience and portability of smartphones enable community-based screening programs in schools, community centers, and outreach events [33]. Healthcare workers equipped with smartphones can conduct mass screening, making diabetic retinopathy diagnosis accessible to large populations simultaneously.

5.2 Cost-Effectiveness in Resource-Constrained Settings:

Smartphone-based AI eliminates the need for expensive ophthalmic equipment, such as fundus cameras and OCT devices, which are often financially
prohibitive for many healthcare facilities in third-world countries [63,20]. The low-cost alternative of using smartphones significantly reduces the initial capital investment, making diabetic retinopathy screening more financially viable. The maintenance and calibration costs associated with traditional ophthalmic equipment can be considerable. Smartphone-based AI eliminates these ongoing expenses, reducing operational costs over time [63]. Consequently, healthcare providers can allocate resources to other critical areas, enhancing the overall efficiency of the healthcare system.

5.3 Timely Detection and Intervention:

Smartphone-based AI enables the early detection of diabetic retinopathy, identifying abnormalities at their incipient stages. Early diagnosis allows for the timely initiation of appropriate treatment and management strategies, reducing the risk of disease progression and vision loss [16]. This early intervention can significantly improve patient outcomes and preserve vision. By leveraging AI algorithms for automated risk stratification, smartphone-based AI can identify high-risk patients who require urgent intervention [20]. These patients can be promptly referred to specialized eye care services for more comprehensive evaluation and targeted management. Preventive measures can prevent severe complications and reduce the socioeconomic burden of advanced diabetic retinopathy.

6. Challenges and Limitations:

6.1 Image Quality and Standardization:

Smartphone-based retinal imaging heavily relies on the quality of captured images. Factors such as lighting conditions, patient cooperation, and camera settings can introduce variability in image quality, potentially affecting the accuracy of AI algorithms [47,55]. Standardizing image acquisition protocols and providing clear instructions to patients are essential to ensure consistent and reliable image quality. Smartphone cameras have a narrower field of view than dedicated fundus cameras, potentially leading to the omission of peripheral retinal pathology [6,57]. The inability to capture a wide retinal area may affect the sensitivity of AI algorithms in detecting early signs of diabetic retinopathy, particularly in patients with peripheral lesions.

6.2 Validation and Regulatory Approval:

Validating AI algorithms for diabetic retinopathy diagnosis requires large, diverse datasets that represent different populations and stages of the disease. Access
to comprehensive datasets with expert-annotated retinal images may be limited in some regions, hindering the validation process [24]. Collaborative efforts among researchers and healthcare institutions are crucial to overcome this limitation. The absence of standardized regulatory guidelines for evaluating and approving smartphone-based AI systems poses a challenge in implementing these technologies in clinical practice [20]. Ensuring the safety, efficacy, and accuracy of AI algorithms for DR diagnosis requires the establishment of clear regulatory frameworks.

6.3 Ethical and Privacy Considerations:

Collecting and storing patient retinal images on smartphones and cloud-based systems raise concerns about data privacy and security [60]. Ensuring compliance with privacy regulations and implementing robust security measures is imperative to protect patient information from unauthorized access or breaches. Patients should be well-informed about the purpose, risks, and benefits of using smartphone-based AI for DR diagnosis [61]. Clear communication about data ownership and the intended use of patient data is essential to build patient trust and facilitate informed consent.

6.4 Expertise and Training:

Smartphone-based AI systems depend on the expertise of ophthalmologists and trained healthcare professionals to validate AI outputs, interpret complex cases, and provide necessary clinical interventions. The shortage of skilled eye care specialists in some regions may pose challenges in ensuring the accuracy and reliability of AI diagnoses. Healthcare professionals and technicians need adequate training and exposure to smartphone-based AI systems to utilize them effectively [48]. Integrating these technologies into healthcare workflows requires familiarity with AI algorithms and a seamless transition to incorporating AI results into patient care.

6.5 Cultural and Societal Barriers:

Introducing new technologies, especially AI ones, may encounter resistance or skepticism from patients and healthcare providers [64,26]. Building trust in smartphone-based AI for DR diagnosis requires effective communication, education, and demonstration of its benefits in improving patient care and outcomes. In regions with diverse languages and varying levels of health literacy, providing accessible information about smartphone-based AI may be challenging. Developing multilingual and culturally sensitive educational materials is essential to ensure equitable access to these technologies.
6.6 Connectivity and Infrastructure:

Smartphone-based AI relies on internet connectivity to transmit retinal images for analysis. In areas with poor or unreliable internet access, the seamless integration of smartphone-based AI may be impeded [65]. Offline capabilities and optimization for low-bandwidth conditions can mitigate this challenge. While smartphone penetration is increasing globally, some regions may still face limitations in smartphone accessibility and ownership [44]. Ensuring equitable smartphone access for patients and healthcare workers is crucial for adopting smartphone-based AI.

7. Implications for Healthcare Delivery:

7.1 Enhancing Efficiency of Healthcare Systems:

Smartphone-based AI enables efficient and automated screening of retinal images, reducing the burden on healthcare professionals and expediting the diagnostic process [38]. The automated triaging of cases based on severity can help prioritize high-risk patients, ensuring timely intervention and follow-up for those requiring immediate attention [7]. Integrating smartphone-based AI into healthcare systems optimizes resource allocation by minimizing the need for expensive ophthalmic equipment and reducing operational costs.

7.2 Preventing Vision Loss and Improving Patient Outcomes:

Smartphone-based AI enables timely diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy, leading to early intervention and treatment initiation [16]. Early detection facilitates the implementation of appropriate management strategies, reducing the risk of disease progression and vision loss. By identifying high-risk patients and enabling early intervention, smartphone-based AI helps prevent severe diabetic retinopathy and associated vision loss [28]. Preserving vision contributes to improved patient outcomes, enhanced quality of life, and increased productivity for affected individuals.

7.3 Leveraging Teleophthalmology for Remote Care:

Smartphone-based AI and teleophthalmology extend access to eye care services beyond traditional healthcare facilities [23]. Remote retinal screening and diagnosis enable patients in remote and underserved areas to receive essential eye care without traveling long distances. Smartphone-based AI facilitates teleconsultations and second opinions, connecting healthcare providers and ophthalmologists across different
geographical locations. This collaboration enables the exchange of knowledge and expertise, particularly in complex cases, enhancing the quality of patient care.

7.4 Patient-Centric Care and Education:

Smartphone-based AI places patients at the center of their diabetic retinopathy management. Patients actively participate in screening, receive immediate feedback, and gain insights into their condition, fostering a sense of ownership and responsibility for their eye health [22]. Real-time feedback from smartphone-based AI provides an opportunity for patient education about diabetic retinopathy, its risk factors, and the importance of regular eye check-ups [61]. Educated and empowered patients are likelier to adhere to treatment plans and engage in proactive self-management.

8. Future Directions and Opportunities:

8.1 Advancements in AI Algorithms and Technology:

Continued advancements in deep learning techniques and neural networks will likely enhance the accuracy and performance of AI algorithms for diabetic retinopathy diagnosis. Integration of advanced AI models, such as CNNs, can further improve the sensitivity and specificity of smartphone-based AI in detecting early signs of diabetic retinopathy [13]. Efforts to develop explainable AI models will be critical for gaining insights into how smartphone-based AI arrives at its diagnosis. Interpretable AI can increase trust among healthcare professionals and patients, as it provides understandable justifications for its diagnostic decisions. Implementing real-time learning algorithms will allow smartphone-based AI to continuously learn from new data and refine its diagnostic accuracy [56]. Regular updates based on user feedback and new retinal images can ensure the algorithm’s performance remains up-to-date and adaptable to changing healthcare needs.

8.2 Integration with Wearable Devices and Sensors:

Developing specialized retinal imaging devices that can attach to smartphones can improve image quality and consistency [62]. These devices may include features such as adaptive optics and a wider field of view, enhancing the diagnostic capabilities of smartphone-based AI. Combining smartphone-based AI with wearable devices, such as glucose monitors or activity trackers, can enable comprehensive health monitoring for diabetic patients [18]. Data from wearable sensors can be incorporated into AI algorithms to create personalized risk profiles and inform diabetic retinopathy management plans.
8.3 Collaboration with Healthcare Systems and NGOs:

Collaborating with healthcare systems and integrating smartphone-based AI into electronic health record (EHR) systems can facilitate seamless patient care [20]. AI-generated retinal image analyses can be directly accessible to healthcare providers, supporting clinical decision-making and follow-up management. Partnering with non-governmental organizations (NGOs) can accelerate the deployment of smartphone-based AI in remote and underserved areas. NGOs can assist in setting up community-based screening programs and providing the necessary training and support for healthcare workers.

8.4 AI-Guided Remote Referral and Follow-Up:

Smartphone-based AI can offer intelligent referral recommendations based on the severity of diabetic retinopathy detected in retinal images. These recommendations can guide primary care providers and community healthcare workers in deciding the urgency of patient referrals. AI algorithms can manage remote follow-up by tracking disease progression and treatment responses based on serial retinal images [41]. This approach allows healthcare providers to remotely monitor patients’ diabetic retinopathy status and adjust treatment plans accordingly.

8.5 Integration with Telemedicine Platforms:

Integrating smartphone-based AI with telemedicine platforms allows for efficient teleconsultations with ophthalmologists and retina specialists. The AI-generated analyses can be shared with specialists during teleconsultations, facilitating timely and accurate diagnosis. Smartphone-based AI can be leveraged in telemedicine-based screening camps, where healthcare workers capture retinal images and transmit them to remote reading centers or ophthalmologists. This approach enables large-scale screening in underserved areas and improves access to diabetic retinopathy diagnosis.

9. Conclusion:

Smartphone-based AI presents a transformative opportunity in diabetic retinopathy diagnosis, especially in third-world countries. By leveraging the widespread availability and accessibility of smartphones, this innovative technology has the potential to reach large populations, including those in remote and underserved areas. The benefits of smartphone-based AI include increased access to retinal
screening, cost-effectiveness, timely detection and intervention, enhanced patient engagement, and streamlined referral and management processes. Smartphone-based AI offers a viable solution to overcome challenges in diabetic retinopathy diagnosis faced by resource-limited healthcare systems. Smartphone-based AI has significant implications for healthcare delivery, including enhancing healthcare system efficiency, preventing vision loss, contributing to epidemiological research, strengthening primary care, promoting patient-centric care, and facilitating interdisciplinary collaboration.

Future directions for smartphone-based AI in diabetic retinopathy diagnosis include advancements in AI algorithms and technology, integration with wearable devices, collaborations with healthcare systems and NGOs, AI-powered disease monitoring, longitudinal data analysis, and research and development collaborations. Embracing these opportunities can further improve diabetic retinopathy management and public health strategies. The adoption of smartphone-based AI for diabetic retinopathy diagnosis has the potential to bridge the gap in eye care delivery between developed and developing regions. Empowering healthcare providers, enhancing patient engagement, and fostering public-private partnerships are key to ensuring equitable access to eye care services. Smartphone-based AI is not meant to replace traditional ophthalmic care but rather complement and strengthen existing eye care services. A holistic approach that combines technology-enabled screening with expert ophthalmologic evaluation and comprehensive diabetic management is essential for optimal patient outcomes. Smartphone-based AI for diabetic retinopathy diagnosis represents a promising avenue for advancing eye care delivery in third-world countries. By harnessing the potential of AI and smartphones, healthcare systems can achieve cost-effective, accessible, and timely diabetic retinopathy screening and management. By overcoming barriers and embracing technological innovations, healthcare systems can pave the way for improved diabetic retinopathy management and better eye care outcomes.
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